
Slack the Recycler the First Spawn of Gad

The Sermon of the Great Fly



The only good monster

Is a dead monster.

Fly proverb

The big-time spiritual event was being held in a deserted field a few hundred yards out of town. 

One of the monsters, the fly term for humans while they are still alive, had strangled and 

murdered his beloved spouse a few hours before the Host Mass. The injured woman had 

transitioned into a host from the fly perspective when she died. The male monster tossed the 

female monster’s body out of his thunder stink big black rubber (car) into a deep gully along the 

side of a dirt road. He had even banged his poor wife on the head a couple of times with a ball 

peen hammer when he discovered she wasn’t quite dead from the tight squeeze job he did on her 

fragile neck. Fecal buzzed over the deceased woman’s ripened torso along with many other flies. 

He saw The Great Fly, his grizzled old grandfather spawn, positioned on the woman’s middle 

brow close to a deep gash in her (the host’s) forehead. Host was the correct fly term for a dead 

human. A dead human was very special because by dying they had evolved to a more useful 

dimension and become a welcome host for fly egg incubation and fly feasting. The flat dented 

forehead was the highest point on this host’s body and seemed the best platform for The Great 

Fly’s sermon. The host lay sprawled on her back, her plaid skirt hitched up over her knees and 

her big thighs akimbo in the muddy waters of an abandoned irrigation ditch. The host’s brow 

ridge would serve The Great Fly as a grand stage for the delivery of an exalted fly sermon of 

dark enlightenment. The mass of devoted flies gathered for the egg depositing ceremony could 

hardly contain their fly joy and excitement.

The Great Fly used the female monster’s long aquiline nose to squaddle across, back and forth, 

as he reached up to Slack the Recycler in Flo for spiritual guidance and strength. Flo was the 

sacred place that darkly enlightened flies, that is all evil flies, passed into when their current life 

cycle was over. The After cycle as it was known to the flies held the possibility of rewards or 



punishments. These possibilities were dependent on how well the fly had lived its life based on 

the precepts of Gad’s word as revealed in the Book of Flies. Flo also meant accepting the events 

of life as they occurred for the good or the bad. “To go with the Flo,” was an ancient Bhuti Fly 

proverb that most closely translated to, “Bugger off, I’ll do as I damn well please,” in English.

The Great Fly tapped his oceilli sensors, the triad of small spiritual eyes on the top of his tiny fly 

head, for added inspiration. (Please note Fly Anatomy, page 625, for fly anatomical terms) The 

Great All Knowing Lowly Messenger of Gad was trying to build the anticipation of his swarm for 

his Sermon on the Heap. He saw this particular host ceremony as his moment to get the Flo 

moving his way again and to get the Flo of his ancestors back on his side. Yes, he knew he’d 

made a few mistakes lately, perhaps even several very serious mistakes. And yes, he had not been 

quite up to snuff mentally but those trends would end right now. On this day The Great Fly 

planned to turn his downward spiraling luck around. He would use this flabby decaying she 

monster to regain his stature among the masses of common lesser flies. Flo would be with him 

again once he fed this ripened host to his adoring swarm.

The Great Fly murmured his opening lines to himself. “As the living humans are called monsters 

the dead humans are called hosts so it is written as the ordained word of Slack the Recycler and 

so it shall always be, Book of Flies, Quatrain five. As they live and breath they are monsters and 

as they die they become our hosts. No, No, that’s not right.” He said to himself. “Stronger! I 

need something much stronger for the beginning of my sermon. Oh Gad, direct thy humble and 

low flying servant. Lead me, Oh Great All Knowing Omnipotent One, to the crux of the divinity 

of our earth mother’s offerings, to the secrets of the gamy rotted flesh of this harsh physical 

world, and, oh Gad, we beg Thee to open Thy wings and guide Thy unworthy servant to the 

festering raw sewage of Thy debased spiritual teachings in the next. Yes, yes. Help me, oh 

indifferent One, to communicate Thy sacred evil vision to the masses of dumb ass flies that they 

may understand Thy greatness through me. Yes, yes. Through me! He-he-he.”



Thousands of lesser flies were gathered on the bloating carcass to eat and shoot eggs in the putrid 

flesh of the beautifully ugly female host. The Great Fly garnered his thoughts and reinforced his 

holy urge to stand and deliver the sermon of his nineteen day and six hour life. He concluded his 

one sided conversation with Gad and returned his mind to the task at claw. The Great Fly raised 

his two forelegs, hoisted his hairy fore tibias alongside his square head and extended his sharp 

tarsal claws towards the sky and heavenly Flo above. The masses of flies responded with the 

frenzied beating of their wings, creating a symphony of vibrating chaos and ecstatic fly joy. Their 

Holy Leader felt the presence of Gad, and Gad’s resplendent power filled The Great Fly’s lungs 

with exalted words and opened his dorsal vessel to his reviled maker’s true message. “Gad be 

praised for His evil doing. Hath He not brought us to this hallowed host? Our holy dinner is a 

sign of Gad’s bountiful plan for each of us. Our host is gift from Gad!” The Great Fly exclaimed 

to his jubilant swarm and then he began his sermon in earnest.

“Listen to me, oh flies. Did not Slack say to the multitudes as they gathered on the carcass of 

life, ‘Let filth over run the land,’ as the Great Gad demands from Flo. Let us celebrate the 

beautiful ugliness and dark corruption in this world of death and decay. Let us bask in the trash 

and pollution that surrounds us with joyous abundance. Let us pray that the destruction of all 

things is on the horizon and that every fly will see the coming of a massive meltdown of all 

living things into rot, roil, decomposition and ruin. Waste! Which we all acknowledge and 

recognize comes from Him...our chance to be part of the recycling of all things, not only by 

recycling the ample shit we find that rejuvenates our bodies...and the proliferation of mayhem 

and war that lifts our dark spirits...but even ourselves...yes even us! We will be recycled just like 

used up consumer goods...Blessed be Slack...Blessed be the bleak and fetid bowels of 

Gad...Blessed be disease...Blessed be the saturated fats and manure of life. Blessed be the rotting 

compost pile of our meaningless existence here on the earth mother. Aspartame and shit! 

Fructose and dry rot! Corn syrup and dried blood! They are all as One in this world of 

decomposition. Let us be at one with Slack and thereby at one with all dead things. Slack the 

Recycler who will return one day from Flo-Zen to save the world from wretched beauty tells us 

to be ready. Let us prepare for that glorious day when He will arrive.” The Great Fly reached to 



the heavens. “Let us believe in Him—believe in Slack the Recycler and follow His teachings 

with all our lack of resolve and personal delusions, more or less. Hosa-hosa-hosa.”

“Rot on,” the masses of flies shouted back, beating their wings and creating a blistering hum 

over the carcass. “Rot on, Oh Great One. Rot on! We will prepare ourselves for that sacred day. 

We will be ready! He-he-he.”

The Great Fly waved his first legs in the air as he spoke rubbing the joints of his tarsal claws 

together beneath his quivering proboscis in an empty gesture of learned fly humility. “Let us bow 

down and lower our tiny empty heads to Gad. Let us prostrate ourselves before him...all filth 

comes from Gad...all rot and putridity emanates from His disgrace...all ruination and death flows 

to us sensually from Gad’s sharpened tarsal claw and his puny phallange. (Phallange is the Bhuti 

term for a fly penis. Please note further explanations under the title Fly Terms in the back of the 

book, page 626.) Our love of Gad and our devotion to His small phallus guides us...all of us...to 

accept Slack the Recycler as His only begotten spew...to be at one with Slack we all must, ‘Rot 

on.’ This current cycle is but the fodder for the next current cycle. Yes, my brethren spawn, it is 

so. Yes, yes, we must ‘Rot on!’ To worship death— cycle after unending cycle—as the only 

meaningful answer to the hollow conundrum of life! To know true Flo as Gad meant for us to 

know it...here on the earth mother. True Flo right here on our little oasis of suffering. Yes, yes, 

my brother and sister spawn. True Flo here on earth in our own tiny crap hole of 

oblivion...Flyand! He-he-he.”

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



“In our own little tiny crap hole of oblivion...Flyland

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

“Rot on!” Fecal shouted in unison with thousands of other flies. He beat his wings furiously 

trying to out do the other flies with his faked enthusiasm for the boring religious mumbo-jumbo.

(Gentle reader, Rot on was the traditional response and ending to all fly prayers and it was also 

the traditional formal greeting for cordial flies when they met in passing. The Beating of the 

Wings was the fly form of showing subservience and respect for Slack the Recycler and Gad—

and if you were born with even half a tiny fly brain, the current First Great Fly as well. The 

translator.)



The Great Fly, overjoyed with the obvious influence his sermon held over the minds of the 

lesser flies, felt a surge of divine divinity swell in his hairy thorax. He unrighteously proclaimed 

his prophesy to the swarm of true believers gathered before him.

“The putridity of our world is ripened by our questionable faith...this foul oasis on which we 

have been spawned is rife with blight and disease. Death, decomposition and trash 

proliferate...the malodorous feast invites us. Yes, my flock...it grows...like luxurious black mold. 

The mounds of garbage multiply while the iniquitous areas of pristine nature dwindle...there is 

no order in this world but the order of filth and swarm...the degradation and putrefaction of all 

things...there is no so called natural order...there is only the unnatural order of growing rust and 

cancers and the luscious contamination of the toxic air and polluted water....hosa...hosa.”

“Rot on!” The true believers shouted as they beat their wings against their scutums. “Such is 

the way of the fly!” The flies shouted.

“Oh my brother and sister spawns we bask in this foulness.” The Great Fly screeched. “We all 

know there are the two wings of choice for each living fly. The choice Gad gives each fly is 

elemental. The evil wing on which we fly with Gad and our ancestors. The evil wing that warns 

us against trying to help others or worrying about tomorrow...for as flies we have no tomorrow. 

The evil wing which confirms our desire to desert one another in times of need...to never help 

one another...to be at one with Slack and Gad in our isolation and rejection of all others. My 

spawn, on the other claw, there is the mayhem of the good wing which provides us with nothing 

but the temptation to over reach, enticing us to try to become more than what we are...which is 

nothing my friends...for as flies we are nothing. The good wing that temps us to help one another 

and offer rank loyalty to one another...and creates a cumbersome, less satisfying passage through 

the current cycle. The foul good wing that leads to the nowhere and nothingness of the helping 

claw! An idea that is an affront to Gad and Slack and their foul teachings. We must resist the 

temptations of beauty and goodness...we must decry the scourge of charity and good will that 

beguile the weakest fly minds...for the horror of beauty and charity, my guileless spawn, cannot 



compare to the exquisite ugliness and evil provided by Gad in our lives when we abuse and 

exploit others. The finality of sudden death and the confusion of impermanence track us for all 

our days. This is our truest non-truth. We are nothing and there is nothing for us! Such is the way  

of the fly.”

“Rot on! Such is our truth and our truth is a lie.” The flies screamed as they beat their wings 

with fury. The Great Fly held up his first legs, pulvillis outstretched, demanding their attention.

“This rotten chaos that is our lives proves that we should do nothing for each other and do all 

for ourselves.” He shouted. “The migraine of goodness shall tumble into the vat of ethereal 

putrescence...to be roiled into bleak oblivion like moth wings caught up in a forest fire. The 

boredom of peace shall be erased from the earth by the all out thrill of the merciless and endless 

slaughter of war. There is always in Gad, my hateful and miserly swarm of flying vagabonds, the 

preponderance of the profane, the dazzling dominance of the befouled air and toxic food, the 

overwhelming excitement of E. coli and excrement combined with the inevitability of horrid 

death, disease and natural mayhem....and if that were not dark, vile and wondrous enough brother 

spawns and sister spawns—Gad has given us the instability of pestilence. ‘The proof is in the 

curdled pudding,’ as Slack the Recycler was prone to say, verse one, Quatrain forty-three of His 

Book. Yes, yes. His warning on the bladder of the rotted fish. His warning against the over reach 

of the helping claw and the temptation of honesty...Gad’s disgust with fair play...His revulsion 

with charity and kindness. We serve the two oracles of Slack’s dominion, hate and indifference. 

Yes, yes, do you not see? Disease over health, ugliness over beauty and war over peace. This is 

our creed. This is our destiny. This is our world! Yes, yes, my brother and sister spawn...Gad is 

laughing at you right now—not with you. Make no mistake, my lowly spawn brethren...Gad 

despises a charitable fool. He- he-he.”

At this point The Great Fly’s whiny voice, a tremolo of emotion, faded to a dramatic whisper 

and a small tear rolled from his bulging compound eye down the black bristles of his sagging 

cheek. “On which wing will you ride, my spawn? The foul good wing that leads to futility, 

temptation and disgrace, or the glorious wing of evil? Will you share with me in the blessedness 



of doing nothing to help any others but yourself? For such is the law of Gad and our survival. 

Not only in this living fly cycle we share as fellow travelers, but in the next current cycle and the 

next. This is your one flight in this current now, my hateful spawn. How will you spend the ride? 

You who wish to become part of the very foundation of our lost faith, the living messengers of 

Gad and the Chosen Ones among the lowly minions...even you can know Gad...that is, within the 

seriously reduced potential of your lesser fly status and capacity. Those of you who want to 

provide meaning to your useless lives and to become part of the living lack of purpose of Gad’s 

evil design join with us now and fly on! My relentless brother spawn and sister spawn, fly on. 

Fly on the evil wing. He-he-he.”

“Grandfather spawn, look out,” Fecal shouted. The First Great Fly of Flyland had only 

millisecond to save his sorry hide as an earthshaking rumble jolted the dead host’s face.

An angry monster’s huge palm struck down hard, slapping hard across the dead woman’s nose 

and eyes. The hand swipe narrowly missed The Great Fly as he was wrapping up his long 

winded pontification. The corpulent religious leader barely saved himself by spiraling laterally, 

in a fully humiliating coward’s tumble underneath the intended death stroke. The Great Fly rolled 

back up onto his legs and somersaulted himself sideways off the host’s bloated cheek, still 

holding his sacred Book of Flies tightly to his thorax. Franticly beating his wings broke his free 

fall midair and he took up a panicked, saccadic recovery flight away from the surprise assault. 

His unholy plumpness was still a bit off balance and very rattled. In this state of distraction he 

mistakenly flew right back toward his attackers. He barely ducked under a second monster’s 

enormous fist in full swing, aimed right at him. This time the shadow of the monster’s hand 

passed over the Great One eclipsing him in darkness and for a breathless moment the unholy 

messenger of Gad disappeared from the sight of his stampeding flock. The Great Fly screamed 

with terror in his high whiny fly voice. His body twisted in the swirling air currents created by 

the savage thrust of the huge hand. A second death strike barely missed his unholiness and this 

time the cowering great one screamed from sheer fright. The masses of flies below gasped in 

collective shock, thinking the Great Holy Moley smashed.



“He still lives!” Fecal shouted, when he saw his grandfather spawn emerge from the under the 

shadow of the huge fist. “Grandfather spawn, look out from below.” Fecal warned, but this time 

his alarm came a split second too late.

The third attempt by the monsters to smack The Great Fly with their flicking fingers clipped his 

greatness full in the second tergite of his chunky under side. The powerful blow sent the unholy 

one howling, head over abdomen, through the sweltering midday air. The swarm of flies buzzed 

in unified anger seeing their great one pinged and they gathered themselves from the initial 

surprise of the attack. The flies charged the monsters who seemed so intent on killing their 

religious leader. They swarmed at the heads and eyes of the invaders, blitzing at the monster’s 

faces in wildly erratic flight patterns.

The unholy one twisted in the wind. His sacred red turban tumbled off his tiny head and fell 

unceremoniously down into the dead host’s flared nostril. The Great Fly’s continued momentum 

crash landed him in a dandelion patch on his hairy scutum, (his back) and he skidded until he hit 

a firm stem of the yellow weed. He was physically unhurt but he was spiritually enraged and 

morally humiliated. The pollen from the dandelion flower fell down and covered him with a 

bitter tasting yellow dust. He sneezed and farted, a big wet loud one, all at the same time.

The Great Fly, as was true with many of our Holiest Ones, had a sour stomach disorder which 

begot a dreadful billowing flatus after spicy meals. Worse yet, an uncontrollable and virulent 

diarrhea haunted him which demanded evacuation at the most inopportune times. To regain a 

smidgen of his lost dignity he zoomed out of the yellow dandelion patch and dive-bombed the 

head of the first monster who smacked at him. Fecal and the other flies continued their desertion 

the host’s body in a chaotic storm of incensed buzzing fly wings and frantic circling patterns. 

Many flies charged at the offending monsters and the left the host’s body in a cacophony of fly 

anger and spiritual angst. The entire scene was accompanied by the searing hum of the beating 

fly wings, the frenzy of the frightened flies following multiple escape routes, and the slow 

swinging movements of the monster’s flailing arms.



“Dammit Mike, I just missed him.” One monster said to the other as he swiped his hands 

lazily in the air at the angry buzzing flies. “Did you see the size of that fat ugly sucker on her 

nose? Must have been twice the size of the rest of those filthy little buggers. Goddamn it, flies 

are so disgusting. Haw-haw-haw.”

The Great Fly regained a sense of composure in flight and circled the host. He was furious at 

the loss of his favorite sacred red turban and that his Sermon on the Carcass had been 

interrupted. He attacked the first monster in retaliation and swooped in around its big eyes and 

ears.

“Look at it, Mike! That humongous son of a gun is trying to bite me. The big fat one almost 

seems to be mad at us. Haw-haw-haw.” The first monster shouted as he bandied a lazy hand in 

the air towards The Great Fly. “God damn disease carrying ugly ass fly. Haw-haw-haw.”

“Yeah, right.” The second monster laughed. “Like a stupid dumb ass fly could think or get 

mad. Haw-haw-haw. Impossible!”

The monsters swatted again at The Great Fly. This time his immense hand came dangerously 

close to the Holy Messenger of Gad’s Word and sent him tumbling in the airwaves for a second 

time. The Great Fly noted the danger, and being more than a bit of a coward, he decided to live 

to testify before his swarm another day. His Unholiness cleared off and with his Unholy Book 

still in claw he bailed on his original plan to scare the monsters at close range. Instead he flew 

outside the diameter of their long reach and circled above them. He did a figure eight pattern, 

beat his wings in fury and deferred to a vapid scheme of releasing his fiery bowels on the 

monster’s heads as he passed over them. The huge monsters ignored the tiny Great Fly, for all his 

gastric efforts, and began their methodical inspection of the decomposing host.

End of snippet


